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I m m e r s e d in culture, growth, love
T h e s c o o p o n w h a t m a k e s i m m e r s i o n trips so a m a z i n g
Jake Bulkema
Campus N

ews

C o -Editor

This Spring Break, dozens of
students signed up for a week of
beyond-the^-classroom learning.
In N e w Jersey, Kentucky, New
Mexico, Florida and right
down the street in Holland, the
branches of Hope spread far and
grew deep.
While flocks of college
students swarmed the beaches,
slopesand trails,thisenthusiastic
lot hit the road seeking exposure
outside the comfort zone.
What is it that makes a
Hope College immersion trip
so wonderfully unique and
impactful? W e here at The
Anchor wanted to get a grasp
on things, so we began asking
around. As it turns out, those
who have gone on immersion
trips, whether this year or in the
past, have plenty of great things
to share about their experiences.
Megan Schowalter (14) had
the privilege of serving as a
co-leader on her teams trip to

Rehoboth, N.M., this year.
“W e worked with Rehoboth
Christian School for part of our
trip and got to spend time in
classrooms with students at the
school,” Schowalter said. “Our
group also helped with a variety
of projects about Rehoboth's
campus.”

W e should be trusting
G o d ; trusting H i m with
our stories a n d h a v 
ing u n w a v e r i n g trust
in the fact that H e is
w o r k i n g in our lives.
—

M

S chowalter (’14)
R ehoboth C o-Leader

egan

________________ 9 3
From the sound of things,
there was plenty of time hashed
out for recreational fun as well.
“W e had the opportunity to
go on different hikes around the
area and spend time in God’s

creation," Schowalter said.
But what’s with the whole
“immersion” thing? W h y not
just call it a “mission trip”? Is
that not what itis?
Stephanie
Harper
(17)
was also a member of the
New Mexico group and was
equally eager to report on her
experiences.
“When we go on these trips,
our goal is not to go in and try
to fix all of the problems we
see,” Harper said. "The intention
behind itisto become immersed
in another culture, another side
of life...W e simply want to go in
and help these people wherever
they're at. Our goal isn’t to
change or Christianize them but
to share the love of Christ with
them through service.”
“W e
did projects like
painting and staining that
might be typical jobs on a
mission trip," Schowalter said,
“but when we left Holland,
we were uprooted from our
SEE
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HANGING OUT, EAST COAST, W E S T COAST- Pictured
above, the t e a m In Newark, N.J., enjoys a meal together. B e 
low, the group In East Palo Alto, Calif., soaks In the sun and
cheeses It up for the camera.

TRIPPIN’, P A G E 10

The h o m e w o r k assignment for this w e e k ? Write 5 0 , 0 0 0 words. Go.
The story of h o w E N G L 3 5 4 students got in w ay over their heads and b e c a m e novelists, all in one month
Claire Johnson
C

P hoto by D r . B eth T rembley

THE FRUITS OF LABOR— Students in Dr. Beth Trembley’s E N G L 3 5 4 Introduction to Cre
ative Writing: Novel class proudly pose behind their pile of completed, 50,000-word novels.
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Have you ever gotten yourself
in way over your head, with no
opportunity to turn back? Maybe
you didn't quite understand the
task when you signed up for it,
or you simply overestimated
your own abilities? Welcome to
my life.
This semester I chose to
take a daunting class entitled
English 354, otherwise known
as Introduction to Creative
Writing: Novel. Although I'd
heard the class was difficult, I
decided to give it a go. I mean,
how often do you get the chance
to be assigned to do something
you've wanted to do your
whole life? I saw the challenge
as a delight— sure, I wouldn’t
graduate if I didn’t finish (no
pressure, I’m just a senior
getting the last few credits for
my major)— but Dr. Trembley
assured me when I met with her
during registration (thismeeting
was required— why did that not
strike me as odd at the time?)

that itwas a rare semester when
a student didn't complete their
novel in the time limit. Feeling
overly optimistic and whimsical,
I registered for the class with a
light heart.
I had no idea what I was
getting into.
The structure of the class
was as follows: The first month
was devoted to learning the
basics of storytelling, such
as story structure, voice,
characterization, etc., followed
by a month of writing and
a month of editing. Ever
wondered why people are crazy
about the movie “Frozen" right
now? Ithas killer story structure
and characters that everyone
watching wants to root for.
Once our class learned the
basics of story structure formula
(and there is a formula, trust
me), itwas time to write. 50,000
words in 30 days. No turning
back, no editing of anything
we wrote. If I decided halfway
through my story to change my
see

NOVELISTS,
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“Spring H a s Sprung!”

Hockey runner-up at A C H A nationals

Celebrating the creative labor
of talented H o p e artists.

After a brutal winter, check out five things to take
advantage of at Hop e this spring.

The Flying D u t c h m e n fall 1-0 to Adrian Gold in heart
breaking fashion in national title game.
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Wednesday
April 9
Senior Art S h o w “Exceptional
Spaces”
DePree Art Center Gallery, 10 a.m.

W o m e n of Color Senior
Recognition
Maas Auditorium, 5:30 p.m.

Disability Awareness W e e k
Keynote Address with Chris
Klein
Fried-Hemenway Auditorium, 7 p.m.

Jazz Arts Collective and Jazz
C o m b o s Concert
The Park Theatre, 8 p.m.

Thursday
April 10
“Disabilites Affecting Fami
lies” Panel Discussion
Winants Auditorium, 7 p.m.

S A C Coffeehouse
The Kletz, 9 p.m.

Friday
April 1 1
Disability Awareness Week:
Ice C r e a m Social
The Kletz, 2-4 p.m.

Celebration of Undergraduate
Research
DeVos Fieldhouse, 2:30 p.m.

S A C Event: Red Wings G a m e
DeWitt Flagpole, 3 p.m.

Culture and Mocktails
Haworth Center, 7 p.m.

Orchestra Concert
Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 7:30 p.m.

Spring Student Dance
Showcase
Dow Center 207, 8 p.m.

Monday
April 1 4
W o m e n ’s C h a m b e r Choir, Lu
minescence and 12th Street
Ha r m o n y Concert
St. Francis de Sales Catholic Church,

hard-working college student. I
took Physics, for goodness’sake!
main character from a 12-year- And yet, no amount ofdiscipline
old girl Erin to a 21-year-old or mental toughness could have
man Aaron, I couldn’t turn back prepared me to spend three
and change the parts I’d already (four? Five? Sometimes six?)
written. No exceptions. Lastly, hours writing a day, every day.
we the budding novelists were And not only that,but I,likemost
required to write our 50,000 members of my class, quickly
words in the computer program realized that the story I was
Scrivener, an app I'd never telling was not quite as exciting
heard of that revolutionized my as I’d imagined it to be. In fact,
about halfway through writing
writing life (read: check itout).
Thus it was that the month week two, I found I absolutely
of February dawned with 14 hated everything I was writing.
students embarking on ajourney I hated my characters. I hated
together toward the unknown. my grand plot ideas. I hated
Some were beginning the trek my setting. I hated my tone. I
prepared with outlines or actually liked my dialogue. But
character biographies, any kin$ I hated the time period of my
of road map that would guide piece. I wasn’t even writing a
children’s story anymore (did
them through the next month.
As for me, I grabbed my I mention I was unprepared?),
favorite Patagonia baseball cap, and my guidelines for story
Brazilian coffee (ground for structure had been thrown out
French Press) from Uncommon the window ages ago. W h o has
Grounds and my gratitude time to think about where the
journal and hoped they would story is going when you have to
last me through the stormy write at least 2,000 words a day
weather ahead. No outline, no already?
ideas for characters, no idea
Class during these weeks was
what I was going to write about tumultuous and fun, a welcome
other than a vague decision that break from the hectic pace of my
I would compose a children’s lifeoutside the classroom. When
book based on my choice of the 14 ofus got together, we were
a mentor novel, “The Voyage full of stories of victories and
of the Dawn Treader” by C. S. defeats. No one on the outside
Lewis. Wholly unprepared, I truly understood what we were
began to write.
attempting to do, how much
Now, I consider myself a of our hearts we were pouring
♦ NOVELISTS, from page 1

Charity m u d
run to be held
this s u m m e r

into our Macbook Pros every story, admittedly— and it had
day, and so class was refreshing. to get out. Taking this class also
And somehow, as the weeks revolutionized my social life,
passed by far too quickly, we did in part because it monopolized
it. W e finished. One by one, we it for so long. I found myself
completed the task before us having to create intentional
with tears and jubilation. W e time to pour into and be poured
became novelists.
into by others, even the people
Let me say right now that my I lived with. The same went for
novel is absolutely terrible. If it my spiritual life. Although I had
were on the bookshelf at Barnes less free time than I’ve ever had,
& Noble worldwide, I doubt it I found I had more time (and
would sell even one copy. It is desire) to spend with The Lord.
full of mistakes, rampant with H o w does that always seem to
evidence of those times at 6 a.m. happen when at our bpsjg^tj?
I changed my mind and ideas I
Ihave been more s^g^pf few
imagined were revolutionary things than writing this novel.
but came to realize were It sounds ridiculous now, and
completely cliche. But Ilove it.I perhaps it always will to those
made it,this thick spine of blood who never enroll in the course,
and mistakes and soul on white but taking E N G L 354 is one of
paper; it is all mine, and I will the most daring, challenging
claim it.Iwill claim itbecause of and rewarding things I’ve ever
what itdid for m y writing life,my done. I encourage anyone to do
social life and m y spiritual life. I what you love, even if you’re
don’t think anyone can produce afraid of it like I was. Take the
that volume ofwork and not find chance, for you’ll find rewards
their writing changed by it.
you never even imagined. And if
During that month, words your dream is to write a novel,
flowed from m y fingertips like by all means please take this
blood: painfully, beautifully and class. Its incredible. It’s messy
quickly. Whe n Iwasn’twriting, I and it’s difficult and there are
couldn’t stop thinking about the times when it will break your
next time I was going to write. heart and break your bank
I dreamed about my novel. I account (I bought a lot of coffee
began to write every moment in February, as you can imagine),
I could, often waking up early but itisworth it.
to write and writing through
Don’t you
think your
lunch. I had a story inside of dreams are worth a little stress,
m e — a flawed, often redundant frustration and time? Ido.

STUDY HUMAN BEHAUIUR
DURING LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR

7:30 p.m.

If you will be in Holland or
the West Michigan area this
In B rief
summer and might be itching
for a road trip, there is a unique
opportunity to get a little messy
HOPE STUDENTS HONORED while spreading a littlelove.
Cross Course, the 5K ob
This week, three Hope College stacle mud run, is excited to an
juniors received recognition for nounce its first annual mud run
their collegiate achievements taking place June 14, 2014 in
through the scholarship program Lapeer, Mich., (north of Detroit)
for the Barry M. Goldwater to benefit Little Dresses for Af
Scholarship and Excellence in rica, handmade dresses that are
Education Foundation. Andrew individually crafted from pillow
Valesane (’15) was a recipient cases in the U.S. which provide
of the scholarship, while Caitlin relief to the children of Africa
Kozack (’15) and McLane
iving in orphanages, churches
Watson (’15) both received and schools.- All are invited to
honorable mention.
walk, run or donate to support
The foundation is highly this great cause.
competitive, granting only 283
A message from Michael
scholarships and 247 honorable O'Neill, founder of Cross
mentions nationwide this year. Course: “I created Cross Course
Sophomore and junior college M u d Run to benefit a charity
students are recommended by that is close to my heart: Little
professors for their excellence in Dresses for Africa. In 2008, my
the classroom to the Goldwater mother founded this charity af
Foundation, and recipients of ter visiting Africa and recogniz
the award receive a scholarship ing the children’sneed forsimple
covering tuition, room and board, clothing and more importantly
books and fees up to $7,500. to show the little girls that they
Valesano and Watson are biology are worthy and to boost their
majors at Hope, while Kozack self-esteem. She has inspired so
is a chemistry major. Numerous many to help and has distributed
Hope students have been honored over 2.5 million dresses for de
to eitherwin or receive honorable serving little girls in Africa.”
mention for this scholarship in
Sign up and have a muddy
the past. Over the past five years, good time while you run for a
five students have won the award cause. Registration ends April
and nine have received honorable 30 for $60 entry. To register, vis
mention.
it:www.crosscourse.org

LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR
S U N D A Y - FRIDAY ★ 9 P M - CLOSE

OFF ahTau°rafts
$ 9
^

Fireball Cinnamon Whisky Shots
8 Dekuyper' Pucker' Shots
Late Night Select Appetizers"
Chili Con Queso Dip
Chips & Salsa
Mini Com Dogs
Roasted Garlic Mushrooms
Regular Onion Rings
Mozzarella Sticks

5 3

Late Night Liquor Specials
Pinnacle Imported Vodka and Flavors
Crown Royal"
Captain Morgan^
Jameson" Irish Whiskey
Southern Comfort'
Jack DanlelV
Sauza Gold®

•Liquor specials not sold as shots.
Buffalo Wild Wings'* promotes responsible drinking.
'•Dine-in only.

2899 WEST SHORE DR. ★
f< \ facebook.cQm/bwwhollanc!

H O L L A N D ★ 616.399.9461

BUFFALOWILDWING5.COM

W orld
Supreme Court strikes down election law
Alex Bellea
W

orld

C o -Editor

In
a
landmark
5-4
decision released on April 2,
the Supreme Court struck
down another restriction on
political donations. The case,
McCutcheon v. Federal Election
Commission,
struck down
aggregate limits on the amount
individuals could donate to the
candidates for federal positions.
Campaign finance laws allow
individuals to donate a restricted
amount of money to a specific
candidate; currently the cap is
$2,600. Before the ruling, there
was also an aggregate limit on
the amount of money one could
contribute to all candidates over
two years, and this cap was set at
$48,600 for 2013-14.
Shaun McCutcheon, who had
the arguably patriotic practice
of writing checks for $1776 to
the campaigns of candidates
he supported, challenged this
restriction in federal court. He
gave checks to 16 candidates
before encountering the limit.
McCutcheon said that there
were 10 more candidates that he
wanted to support with similar
donations but legally could not.
The casewas argued before the
Supreme Court on Oct. 8 during
the court’s fall term. In the 5-4
decision where the traditional

swing votes of Justice Kennedy
and Chief Justice Roberts both
sided with more conservative
members of the court. The
decision held that a limit on the
number of candidates one can
support was a violation of the
First Amendment right to free
speech.
Past rulings by the court
already held that the ability to
support a specific candidate,
even financially, falls under First
Amendment protection. The
right, however, is not absolute
and can be abridged in order
to prevent corruption or the
appearance of corruption.
In a majority opinion penned
by Chief Justice Roberts, the
court ruled that an overall
cap on what an individual can
donate was too broad and
restrictive on an individual’s
First Amendment rights and
was therefore unconstitutional.
“There is no right more basic
in our democracy than the right
to participate in electing our
political leaders,” Roberts wrote.
“In assessing the First
Amendment interests at stake,
the proper focus is on an
individual's right to engage in
political speech, not a collective
conception of the public good,”
Roberts said. “The whole
point of the First Amendment
is
to
protect
individual

P hoto C ourtesy of A ssociated P ress

VICTORIOUS

S h a u n M c C u t c h e o n (center), a Republican donor, leaves the courthouse after
oral ar g u m e n t s In case he Is brought against the Federal Election C o m m i s s i o n ’s restriction on
the total a m o u n t one could contribute during a c a m p a i g n season.
speech that the majority
might prefer to restrict, or that
legislators or judges might not
view as useful to the democratic
process. The aggregate limits
do not further the permissible
governmental
interest
in
preventing corruption or its
appearance.”
The court did not overturn
the constitutionality of limits
on donations to individual
candidates.
Meaning
that
for the next election cycle

individuals will still only be
able to contribute up to $2,600
per candidate, but they will
now be able to contribute to an
unlimited number ofcandidates.
Supporters of campaign
finance regulation argued that
the aggregate cap was necessary
to keep the rich from unduly
influencing elections. However,
with the individual donation
caps still in place, many experts
such as the electoral law expert
Jan Baran question whether the

change will have a meaningful
impact on the influence of rich
donors.
“Any increase in candidate
or party funding is a positive
development since the money
is still subject to limit, publicly
disclosed, and received by the
electorally most accountable
participants in politics,” Baran
said.
W e ’ll have to wait till the
midterm elections to see what
impact the changes have.

Despite promises, tensions remain high in Ukraine
There has been little progress toward its promised d r a w d o w n and troops along the Ukrainian border
Shubham Sapkota
S

taff

W

riter

There seems to be no
quick end in sight for tensions
surrounding Ukraine. Right after
N A T O cut ties with Russia, the
top officials of the alliance said
that Russia could be a potential
threat to Ukraine as well as to
N A T O interest in the immediate
future. It has been reported that

over 40,000 troops are within
striking distance of Ukraine;
if the Russians do operate a
military strike, then they would
be able to achieve their goals in
less than a week.
Even with Vladimir Putin
stating that Russian troops
were going to be withdrawn,
the process seems trivial. Only
about 400 to 500 troops have
been moved, according to

N A T O intelligence.
“What we can say now is
that we do see a battalionsize unit moving, but what
we can’t confirm is that it is
leaving the battlefield,” said
General Breedlove of the United
States Air Force. “Whether
that movement is aft to a less
belligerent configuration or
returning to barracks, we do not
see that.”

P hoto C ourtesy of A ssociated P ress

READY FOR A FIGHT— Russian soldiers stand near a tank at a former Ukrainian military
base In Perevalne, outside Simferopol, Crimea, In late March. Russia last w e e k completed the
annexation of Crimea following a referendum In which an overwhelming n u m b e r of residents
voted to break off from Ukraine a n d join Russia.

These developments surfaced
soon after N A T O suspended its
cooperation with Russia. Seeing
no signs of Russian withdrawal
from the Ukrainian border,
Russian aggression was labelled
asthe “gravestthreattoEuropean
security in a generation” by US
Secretary John Kerry.
“Itisimportant for everybody
in the world to understand
that the N A T O alliance takes
seriously this attempt to change
borders by use of force," he said.
“So that isthe wake-up call.”
It
was
reported
on
Thursday that Russia recalled
its ambassador to N A T O
for more conversation on
the issue. Russian Deputy
Defense
Minister
Anatoly
Antonov accused the N A T O
secretary General Anders Fogh
Rasmussen
of deliberately
stirring controversy at the
N A T O press conference earlier
lastweek.
Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov also demanded
answers for why N A T O is
claiming to step up defense in
Eastern Europe. In response,
NATO
ministers
decided
that this would help reinforce
Western defenses with Russia
annexing Crimea atthe moment.
“W e
have posed these
questions to the North Atlantic
Alliance. W e are expecting not
just any answer but an answer
fully respectful of the rules we
have coordinated,” Lavrov said.

“Russian troops in the Rostov
region will return to thenbases after completing military
exercises.”

66
This is the gravest
threat to E u r o p e a n
security in a genera
tion.
— Jo h n K erry

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

99

In opposition to this, General
Breedlove said that Russia is
using military exercise as an
excuse to prepare for a military
attack on Ukraine. Moreover,
the Russian forces were able to
cut all sort of communication
from the Crimean peninsula to
isolate Ukrainian troops from
contacting their headquarters in
the mainland.
“They are absolutely able to
bring great force to a position
of readiness," General Breedlove
said. “That is something that we
have to think about: What does
that mean geo-strategically that
we now have a nation that can
produce this ready force and
now has demonstrated that it
will use that ready force to go
across a sovereign boundary?”
Questions about Russia’s
power and brazen nature will
likely continue to be asked by
the international community.

Yanukovych admits to being wrong about Crimea
The former president of Ukraine regrets his decision to seek Russian assistance in control over the Black Sea peninsula
was viewed by many in his
home country of Ukraine as
W o r l d C o -E d i t o r
treason.
Yanukovych reiterated his
In what has been considered
regret
on the matter: “I was
his first interview since his
escape from Ukraine, former wrong,” he said. “I acted on my
president Viktor Yanukovych emotions."
However, Yanukovych has not
admitted he was wrong to allow
Russian troops to invade the said whether he would support
Crimean Peninsula and has Russia moving into Ukraine to
vowed to persuade Moscow to support ethnic Russians. He did
peacefully return the Black Sea echo the Kremlins demand for
peninsula to its rightful owners. settling the Ukrainian crisiswith
A
teary-eyed
Yanukovych a referendum that could turn
told the Associated Press and the Ukraine into a loosely knit
Russia's state N T V television federation. He mentioned that
that he has high hopes of only after that was passed via
negotiating with Vladimir Putin a constitutional reform, could
to get the annexation of Crimea a national election in Ukraine
take place. Currently the interim
reversed.
“Crimea is a tragedy, a government has an election
major tragedy,” the 63-year-old scheduled for May 25.
Born in the Donetsk coal
- Yanukovych said.
Yanukovych insisted that
Russia’s takeover of Crimea
wouldn't have happened if he
had remained as president. The
former leader fled the country in
February after more than three
months of protest had focused
on corruption and hisdecision to
seek closer ties to Russia instead
of the European Union. At the
same time, he denied allegations
of corruption, insisting that the
extravagant palace that had been
built outside ofKiev was done so
with his money.
Also, Yanukovych denied
having been responsible for
the death of 80 protesters at
the hands of snipers for which
he has been charged by the
Ukrainian government.
During these frightful events,
the former leader ofUkraine has
been in hiding, even as he insists
that he is still the leader of his
nation. Meanwhile; President
Putin has been dismissive of
Yanukovych but considers him
to be the legitimate leader. The
announcement by Yanukovych
/■■has been seen as a way to shore
,■
up support within his country
even as most of his countrymen
have abandoned him.
!
The
Russian
Federation
-, ,
annexed Crimea last month in
. a hasty referendum that was
questioned by international
authorities. Even with the
presence of Russian troops
and a new agreement between
Putin and Crimea, the West
has not recognized the seizure
of territory. While it is unlikely
■
that the Russian government
would be willing to roll back
the annexation, the support
by Yanukovych could set the
stage for talks in the future.
Yanukovych,
however,
has
spoken to Putin twice by
phone and hopes to have
more meetings in the future to
negotiate Crimea's release from
Russian control.
“W e must search for ways
... so that Crimea may have
the maximum
degree of
independence possible ...but be
part of Ukraine," he said.
Putin said last month that
Yanukovych had requested
Russian troops in Crimea to
protect its people, a move that
Andrew Gomez-Seoane

mining region of eastern
Ukraine, Yanukovych worked at
a metal plant before becoming
an industrial manager and rising
through the ranks to become
a local governor, eventually
reaching the position of prime
minister. Critics of his take note
of his criminal record and say
that he lacks a proper education
to qualify for the country’s
most important governmental
position. When he left the
country, crowds of Ukrainians
flocked to view his country
residence outside the capital
and were astounded by its
extravagant display of wealth in
a country filled with widespread
poverty.
Yanukovych hopes to return
home someday. With tears in his
eyes, he said that he was willing

P hoto C ourtesy of A ssociated P ress

EMOTIONS R U N HIGH— The ousted Ukranian president
Viktor Yanukovych gestures during an Interview with the As 
sociated Press in Rostov-on-Don, Russia, April 2, 2014.
to sacrifice for his country,
but he did not want to give the
satisfaction of defeat to the
“neofascists” who had instigated

the protests.
“I didn’t want to give them
my lifejust for nothing," said the
disgraced leader.

Habitat for H u m a n i t y presents

April 5-11, 2 0 1 4
[Saturday, April 5th]
[Thursday, April 10th]

8am = 12pm Building Workday
1 - 3pm Building Workday

[Monday, April 7 th]

11am = 2pm

outside the library, Write
messages on 2x4 studs that will
later be placed in future homes,

3 - 6pm Building Workday
8 pm SleepOutinthePineGrove!
Students and faculty are invited to
sleep in the Pine Grove, cardboard box
style! Snacks, games, breakfast, and fun
will be provided! First 25 participants
will get a free t-shirt!

[Friday, April 11th]

[Tuesday, April 8th]

3 = 6pm Building Workday

[Wednesday, April 9th]

6;30 = 1O;30pm
H o p e College Jazz
iniemble and W o m e n ' s Lift of
Holland are hosting a benefit
concert for U k e s h o r e Habitat for
Humanity at the Park Theatre.

2 - 5pm On Campus Build!
C o m e stop by the sidewalk
behind Dewitt and help build wall
frames for future homes! First 15
participants will get a free t-shirt!

+ 0 sign up for events and get
tickets email h

All participants will b e entered in a raffle to wi n prizes!
U k © us on Facebook at
follow us on Twitter

and

A rts

‘Luftrausers’is another hit from Vlambeer
Jimmy Champane
A

rts

C o -Editor

It’s been a long wait, but
“Luftrausers,” the new arcadestyle dogfighting game from
Vlambeer and Devolver Digital,
has finally arrived. It’s available
on a multitude of platforms in
cluding, but not limited to, PC,
Mac and Linux through Steam
and PlayStation 3 and PlaySta
tion ^ifa with CroSs-Buy enabled^?i§ 'it prepared for take
off, or will its landing gear stay
planted firmly on the ground?
The name of the game in
“Luftrausers” is points. No mat
ter what, you’ll always be chas
ing a high score at some capac
ity. Vlambeer has included a
plethora of features that all ac
centuate the necessity of score
chasing impeccably.
Instead of having a pre-defined control layout, many of
the controller’s buttons are pre
mapped to the same functions.
For example, you can use Right
and Left on the D-Pad to steer
your plane, or you can use the
left Joystick. Similarly, you can
use Up on the D-Pad, Up on the
Joystick, or either the Left Trig
ger or the Right Trigger to accel
erate. To fire your weapon, you
can use any of the four Face But
tons. If you’re 10 hours in and
the controls you’ve been using

just aren’tworking, you can eas
ilyswitch itup on the fly.
With the basics locked down
tight, the special features that
make “Luftrausers” so unique
started to sKow their faces. Your
plane is made up of three dif
ferent parts: a weapon, a body
and an engine. The weapons are
pretty self-explanatory. You'll
have everything from a laser to
a shotgun at your disposal. The
bodies range from one that al
lows you to run into enemy
planes and ships without taking
damage to one that is made out
of a nuclear bomb that explodes
upon death, killing every enemy
on screen. The engines alter
speed and acceleration, and a
few have special touches like the
ability to flyunder water.
There are over 125 different
ways that you can combine each
ofthe three different plane parts,
and you’ll need to find new av
enues to do so for the purpose of
completing each ofthe many dif
ferent missions. Missions start
offsimply by asking you to killX
amount of boats or reach a cer
tain score, but as you get farther
in the game, they become much
more sinister. One of the coolest
was a mission that requires you
to kill three submarines, an ex
tremely tricky task.
Another one of the game’s
strengths is its awesomely real
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THAT PERFECT LOOK A N D FEEL— The customization options in “Luftrausers” are abs o 
lutely wild. O n e second you’ll be blasting planes out of the sky with a surprisingly leathal laser,
and the next you’ll be dropping b o m b s from your newly unlocked engine.
ized aesthetic. You’ll only see ence nicely as well.
two or three colors in the entire
The game is available on
game mostly centered around PC, Mac, PS3 and PS Vita, and
brown and yellow, but when you while it was nearly identical on
mix the limited color palette the first three, the PS Vita was
with the World War II-inspired without a doubt the best con
art and the incredibly intricate sole to play the game on. Watch
animations, the result is a game ing the enemies that sometimes
that’s as much ajoy to watch as it amounted to hundreds explode
isto play. The various electronic and fall into the sea on the highbeats that accompany different rez O L E D Vita screen never got
plane builds add to the experi old. Much like last year’s brutal

indie gem, “Hotline Miami,” it
was made for short, quick and
always gratifying play-sessions.
“Luftrausers”iswhat happens
when a developer takes a triedand-true formula and turns iton
its head. The depth, exciting vi
suals, addictive soundtrack and
awesome customization come
together to create a true master
piece. At $10, it’s a great deal as
well.

‘Captain America: The Winter Soldier’ is a film out of time
The Marvel Cinematic Universe has never felt bigger than it does n o w
Jimmy Champane
A

rts

C o -Editor

“Captain America: The Win
ter Soldier” ups the ante of the
Marvel Cinematic Universe
tremendously in terms of story,
scope, character development
and general quality. The setup is
straightforward, involving Cap
tain America and Black Widow
working together to uncover an
unknown force that relentlessly
attacks S.H.I.E.L.D.
Whereas previous films like
“Thor: The Dark World” and
“Marvel’s The Avengers” ad
vanced the Marvel Cinematic
Universe incrementally, the last
ing implications from the plot
of the second Captain America
world will not only span the film
universe, but they will reach
into the universe of the televi
sion show “Marvel's Agents of
S.H.I.E.L.D.” as well.
Clocking in at just over two
hours, this is one of the longest
Marvel films yet. One-third spy
thriller, one-third character dra
ma and one-third insane action
flick,ittakes some of the best el
ements from all of these genres
and melds them perfectly.
There’s also a ton of fan service
for comic fans, including the
beautifully rendered Triskelion.
One of the biggest and best
surprises was how much screen
time the newly introduced Fal
con, played by Anthony Mackie,

is much more at play here than
the world governments fighting
with each other. S.H.I.E.L.D. is
elevated above all governments,
and the level of control that it
could possibly be establishing is
simply horrifying.
The one thing that the film
seemed to have trouble with was
how big it should go with scope
when considering the main plot.
It straddles the fine line of being
an Avengers-sized event, and it
comes close to teetering over
that line. Itgets to the point that
the lack of any Avengers cameos
seems weird, especially consid
ering what's at stake in the grand
scheme of things.
Like “Thor: The Dark World,”
“The Winter Soldier” includes
P hoto C ourtesy of M arvel C omics
both a mid-credit and post
A T E A M OF THEIR O W N — Captain America, Black Widow, Nick Fury and Falcon m a k e up a credit scene. While both are
great t e a m that c o m e s together expertly in this n e w Marvel sequel. While a few things are left great, the mid-credit scene will
unclear, o n e thing that’s for sure is that the Marvel Cinematic Universe will never be the same. definitely get any Marvel fan
who knows the names Quicksil
Nick Fury receives a huge ver and Scarlet Witch excited for
receives in the film. Mackie and one of their screwed-up mis
Evans work extremely well to sions. Even in “The Avengers”he bump in the characterization what’s coming next in the fran
gether as characters, and it was came off as childish and a little department this time around, chise.
If you’ve been sitting out on
nothing short of awesome to too trusting. It was great to see and for the firsttime in a Marvel
that instead of becoming a Rob that Tony Stark left a lasting im film, he actually gives the audi the Marvel films for the past few
in-figure, he’s treated like a full- pression on him in terms ofwho ence something to care about on years, this is a perfect place to
an emotional level. The fact that jump in. A strong cast that pro
he should and shouldn't trust.
fledged hero in the film.
The Winter Soldier himself he isn’tthe top of the food chain vides some of its best work indi
Another welcomed change is
that Steve Rogers himself is no is a truly terrifying villain, and also comes into play and is used vidually and corporately to date
combines with a thrilling plot
longer a trusting soldier willing he is without a doubt one of the extremely well.
to create a strong contender for
There’
s
a
strong
undertone
of
deepest
and
most
disturbing
to
to take any order without ques
the
best superhero movie yet.
the
true
cost
of
freedom
that
i
s
tion. From the get-go, he ques come out of Marvel in recent
“Captain
America: The Winter
heavily
reminiscent
of
the
Play
tions S.H.I.E.L.D.’s motives and years. While he doesn’t rival
Soldier”
i
s an absolute gameStation
2
game,
“Metal
Gear
criticizes them for using him as Thor’s Loki, he will without a
changer.
a way to get out of yet another doubt come back in later entries. Solid 2: Sons of Liberty.” There

Senior Art Show: “Exceptional Spaces”

G r a d u a t i n g studio art a n d art
education majors:
Kate Allen
Alexa Duimstra
Zada Harris
Kara Hartman
Melodee Jackson
Eri Johns
Nikki Kamp
Kristen LaDuke
Hailey Perecki
Kate Pritchard
Emily Rediger
Amelia Stanley
Julia Windom
Marie Wyngaarden
Exhibit on display through M a y 4 in DePree Art
Center Gallery
Gallery open Mon-Fri from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Sunday from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

All pictures courtesy of Liz Martin

Spring has Sprung,

but amidst all the end-of-

semester stress, it s easy to forget that campus is coming alive
and the Holland community is thriving. For all the students
w h o are struggling with spring fever, here are five easilydon
gotten things to look forward to at Hope this spring:

L Th e Pine Grove. After such a brutal winter, it’s hard to
imagine that we might ever frolick about behind Dimnent
Chapel again. Still, the season for flying Frisbees, outdoor pic
nics and hammocks in the Pine Grove is quickly approaching.
P hoto C ourtesy of Lindsay T im merman

2. Senior exhibitions. Each spring, senior fine arts
majors take the stage (or the studio) and share the
culmination of their work at Hope. Visit www.hope.
edu/events to find a schedule of the events at which
Hope’s art, creative writing, dance, music and theater
majors will soon be presenting.

P hoto C ourtesy of Leah M urray

3. Frolf. By now, you’ve likely noticed the abun
dance of discs soaring across campus when the sun

LIVING THE HIGH LIFE— S o p h o m o r e David Daniels kicks
bac k and enjoys the sunshine along with dozens of other
students w h o have taken to the Pine Grove with their h a m 
m o c k s recently.

shines. To get your own Frisbee golf team together
and join the fun, visit www.hope.edu/student/de'
velopment/frisbeegolf. There, you will find a map of
the campus course and rules for forming your own
team.

4. Spring Fling. O n the last day of classes every year,
the Student Activities Committee (SAC) hosts a fes
tival in the Pine Grove. Complete with a picnic-style
P hoto C ourtesy of S tephanie E manuele

meal, amusement park activities and a grocery cart

FUN A N D G A M E S — Juniors Stephanie E m a n u e l e and Klki
Julcher pose at last year’s Spring Fling festival.

race called The Push, the celebration will commence
at 3 p.m. on April 25 when classes are released.

5. T h e beach. Tunnel Park, Holland State Park and
Laketown Beach are all less than 25 minutes away.
The water may not be warm yet, but ifyou bundle
up, you can still enjoy Hope’s close proximity to one
of the state’s greatest lakes.
P hoto C ourtesy of A m a n d a D ort

Lindsay T i m m e r m a n , Features Editor

TOPSY-TURVY— T h e w o m e n of the H o p e College cross c o u n 
try t e a m reward themselves after a tough workout with h a n d 
stands on the beach.

Letters from Nana and C r a m p s
This one’s for the G C
ton to do in 25 days...)
I will miss plenty of
things about this liberal arts
institution, but I’d like to focus
my penultimate Anchor column
on my love for Kletz grilled
cheese. Time is winding down,
and that means it’s almost time
to say goodbye to these beloved
James Rogers sandwiches.
I have to give credit to my
Co-Editor-in-Chief
roommate of two years, Jared
“I’ll have two grilled cheese, DeMeester, for talking up the
on wheat bread, in one box to go G C like it was some magical
creation that would improve you
and my na— ”
in all areas of life. You eat GC,
“Thanks, James!"
When she knew my name you get better sleep. You eat GC,
before I could say it, I was you’ll 4-point the semester. You
pumped. It was similar to the eat GC, your Mario Kart game
feeling of getting on a first-name won’t be touched. And so on.
So I dabbled with it, and I
basis with Rosemary in Phelps.
developed a connection early on.
Itfeltgood.
I frequent the Kletz with While the G C may not have had
confidence. I have hopes that the magical potion Jared hinted
P hoto C ourtesy of E rin D r e ws
the next two grilled cheese at,itcertainly boosted my mood.
sandwiches will be even There’sjust something about the IN HIS HAPPY PLACE — J a m e s chills easy with a scarf and
better than the previous two I smell of the G C drifting out of grilled cheese (GC). This w a s one of the rare times J a m e s ate
the compostable box during a his G C In the Kletz. H e did order it to go, but he s a w a couple
consumed.
friends and e n d e d up chatting a n d eating with them.
I'vebeen reminiscing a lotthe walk back home...
I think I’ve deliberately eaten
lastcoupleweeks, thinking about
all the blessings and memories grilled cheese in the Kletz twice. video (yes,likedistance running) “What’s better than one grilled
of four years at Hope. There are Maybe three times. I have this plays on my computer. G C and cheese?” And you would ask, “I
a mere 25 days remaining before weird thrill of taking double running go well together, people. don’t know. What?" M y answer:
You may ask, “W h y do you “Two grilled cheese.”
Igraduate, and we allknow how G C back home and enjoying
Ionly get one G C ifI’m using
fast 25 days fly. (Wow, I have a my meal while a sweet running get two?” Then I would ask,

Desert storm
Silicon Valley tolerance

A n d r e w Gomez-Seoane
World Co-Editor
Last Friday, there was
considerable uproar over the
recent resignation of Brendan
Eich, C E O of Mozilla, and the
company behind the free web
browser Firefox.
In what became a firestorm
over his appointment as the new
C E O of the corporate division
of the Mozilla Foundation, gay
rights activists openly called for
a boycott of the browser, and
sites like OKCupid joined in the
fight to block users who were
on Firefox from accessing their
services in a sign of solidarity.
The objections to Mr. Eich's
promotion to C E O came from
a 2008 campaign donation

of $1,000 to Proposition 8 in
California.
This of course was a state
proposition backed by many
religious groups and the
majority of Californians in
defining marriage between one
man and one woman in the state
constitution.
The troubles for Mr. Eich
began after it was discovered
four years later that he had
made the donation but refused
to retract his traditional stance
on marriage. His resignation
followed two weeks later due
to pressure from company
employees and gay rights groups
targeting Mozilla.
N o w the criticism has been
coming from conservatives
who say that even though Eich
voluntarily resigned from his
position, those same groups that
are pushing for equality for all
were violating his freedom of
speech by mandating he step
down due to his philosophical
point ofview.
This of course is where the
real tragedy behind the gay

Anchor
Claire Call
James Rogers
A m a n d a Long
Clairejohnson
Jake B u i k e m a

E ditor-In -Chief
E ditor-In -Chief
Production M anager
Campus N ews C o -Editor
Campus N ews C o -Editor

movement lies. Those who have
advocated for "tolerance" are
showing the complete opposite
with groups that are opposed to
gay marriage.
While many on the left
have claimed victory for gay
acceptance, itmay not bode well
for those who hope to change
the other half’s point ofview.
Currently pollsshow thatonly
a slim majority of Americans
support such a position, which
means that the other halfshould
have their views respected
as well. Trampling over their
voices in an effort to eliminate
discussion will not foster the
acceptance or agreement that
gay rights groups have been
fighting for.
What happened to Eich is
reprehensible. Not allowing
an individual to share his or
her own personal views freely
undermines our freedoms set
forth by our constitution. But
more importantly, it brings us
as a nation one step closer to
authoritarianism through a
tyrannical majority.
Now, as a result of petty
ignorance
and
hate-filled
rhetoric, the man who founded
his own company has been

forced to abandon his life’swork.
That of course brings us to
the present. What happens
going forward will determine
if the gay rights movement can
successfully convince people to
join their side, or risk alienating
a large segment of the nation
that wishes to have their views
respected.
Silicon Valley may wish to
rethink its inclusivity image
if it does not allow for open
discussion from all sides on
these issues.
Ifitchooses to continue down
this path, then it will become
no more moral than those that

meal plan. That's a rare occasion.
The workers question m y health
when I order just one. Like I
said, it doesn’t happen often.
Plus, two G C usually means two
pickles. I don’t mind an extra
pickle.
I gladly pay the worthwhile
$5.30 for my two. I also have a
fun coin bucket in my room, so
the 70 cents in change lY^ive
after paying in cash is always a
nice addition to the collection.
Don’t ask me, however, how
much total I’ve spent on GC.
That number is not recorded.
What is recorded is my love
for GC. Iwill have no hesitation
expressing that from now until
the end of time. M y time at
Hope may be ending soon, but
m y friendship with Kletz grilled
cheese will live on.
Here’s to you, double grilled
cheese.
James would like to thank all
of the Kletz workers who have
at least once contributed to the
creation of his grilled cheese
sandwiches. Ifyou claim to be a
G C lover and have not yet tried
the Kletz’s GC, James advises
you to do so ASAP. Your lifewill
change for the better.

spew bigoted rhetoric against
homosexuals.
Reality must also play a role
in these future discussions, as
human nature and biological
science tell us over and over
again that most humans will
continue to be resistant to
behaviors that do not constitute
the majority of the population.
Winning over many people
is one task, but accepting that
many others will respectfully
disagree with homosexuality
needs to be acknowledged.
Ignoring this fact could prove
detrimental for future relations
and national cohesiveness.
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Editor'schoice
Quotes of Illumination

Taking time for thanks
thanks in all circumstances; for
this is the will of God in Christ
Jesus for you.”
Psalm 136:1: "Give thanks to
the Lord, for he is good, for his
steadfast love endures forever.”

L a ur en M a y
StaffColumnist

Ephesians 1:16: “I do not
cease to give thanks for you,
remembering you in my prayers,”

When someone holds open
During this week, take
the door for us on our way to some time to focus on all the
class, we most likely thank them wonderful things that your life
as we walk inside. Offering has been filled with.
thanks is not something usually
Many times we tend to focus
hard for us to do, but sometimes on allthe negatives and burdens
can we forget to do it.
that are placed on us and do
While saying “thank you” is not, instead, pay attention to the
an easy way to show others that more numerous blessings we
we are grateful for their actions, have been provided with.
sometimes we are blind to the
W e should alltry to adapt the
many blessings we have in our mindset of Alphonse Karr, who
lives.
perfectly stated, “Some people
As we prepare to celebrate are always grumbling because
Easter in a couple of weeks, I roses have thorns; I a m thankful
thought itwould be good timing that thorns have roses.”
to make us focus a little more on
During these next couple of
being thankful and what exactly weeks, have the same positive
we have to be thankful about.
mindset as Karr, and try to
spend some time thinking of
Weekly Challenge #9: Give all the things you have to be
thanks.
grateful for in life.
Then, after doing so, take it
1 Thessalonians 5:18: “Give a step further and think of the

people who are responsible for
those things. Have you told
them “thank you” lately?
If not, you might consider
trying to get in touch with them
and doing so.
For example, you might
simply call your parents and tell
them how grateful you are that
they are helping you attend such
a wonderful college, or maybe
you willwrite your grandparents
a letter thanking them for all the
care packages they have sent
you and for keeping you in their
thoughts.
The things you have to be
thankful for do not just have to
be huge things. Blessings and
goodness come in all shapes and
sizes.
The simple fact that you
are healthy and well today is
something great to be thankful
for. When you stop and take
some time to think, you will
be surprised by just how many
wonderful things you come up
with and how many wonderful
people you have in your lifewho
are responsible for those things.
When thinking about whom
you owe thanks to, don't forget
God! As seen in the Bible verses
above, He is the source of all
goodness in our lives.
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T h e m e a n i n g of life is
to find yo ur gift. T h e
purpose of life is to
give it away.
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D o n ’t look at the b a n k b o o k or the title. L o o k at the
heart. L o o k at the soul. L o o k at h o w the g u y treats
his m o t h e r a n d w h a t he says about w o m e n . H o w
h e acts with children he d o e s n ’t k n o w . ”
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Every morning
w e are b o m again.
W h a t w e d o today is
w h a t matters most.
— G autama B uddha
_______________________________________
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The height of all fear

Austin Elluru
Columnist
I’m not ashamed to admit
that I’m afraid of heights. I was
the kid who when invited to
a rock-climbing party would
just awkwardly fake injure my
knee rather than climb the 20foot wall. Not that this has ever
produced any shortcomings
in m y life, but it was always
a small annoyance. However,
over Spring Break when I was
at a meet at Emory University
with the track team, I had an
opportunity to face this fear
(note: I do not actually condone
any of the following actions that
I took and always encourage
safety first).
During m y off day at the
meet, a friend and I went to see
the Arboretum, a picturesque

park near the university. After
the jogging through some dense
woods and over a rickety bridge,
my friend and I came upon an
old tower that controls the dyke
to the river. A medieval-looking
structure, the tower was in
ruinous state, with the ceiling
completely gone and the lower
walls of itcovered in graffiti. The
upper crust was nearly covered

in foliage and vines, reminding
me of a darkened version of
Rapunzel. Inside the tower
against ^he back wall, a ladder of
rungs led to the very top.
Whether it was a spark of
insanity or boredom, I let the
adventurous side of me take
over and tried to reach the first
sfeE FEAR,
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Sweetheart, the right
g u y will m a k e y o u
apriority. If y o u
find yourself feeling
like Y O U ’R E not
g o o d enough, it is
because H E ’S not
g o o d enough.
— S teve M

Austin’s Thought Process

O bama

araboli

_______________________________________

D o n ’t settle: D o n ’t
finish crappy books.
If y o u d o n ’t like
the m e n u , leave the
restaurant. If y o u ’re
not o n the right path,
get off it.
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y o u ’re ordinary.
— O scar W
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— C hris B rogan
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W h y , then, did G o d give t h e m free will? B e ca use
free will, though it m a k e s evil possible, is also the
only thing that m a k e s possible any love or goodness
or joy worth having.
— C.S. Lewis
_

66

_
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T h e primary ,pause
of yo ur un ha ppi
ness is never the
situation, but yo ur
thoughts about it.

T h e best w a y to
ch e e r yourself u p
is to try to cheer
s o m e o n e else up.
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—

S U C H GREAT HEIGHTS— Austin puts on a brave face while
sitting at the top of the tower at the Arboretum In Atlanta, Ga.,
during Spring Break.
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The buzz of break

A g o o d couple of w e e k s since returning from their imm e r s i o n experiences,
H o p e students reflect on w h a t n e w insight or goal they took a w a y from it all,

U
A s I w o r k e d in the
school with the middle
school children, G o d
s h o w e d m e the im p o r 
tance o f intentional
living a n d intentional
-relationships.

W e n e e d to b e thank
ful for a n d treasure
everything a n d every
d a y G o d has given
us. Also, w e n e e d to
praise G o d in our suc
cesses a n d hardships.

— C aroline Toren (’16)

— S a m S tarks (’16)

R ehoboth,N M G roup

East P alo A lto,C A G roup

G o d w o r k e d in so m a n y w a y s through our trip. E v 
ery hike w e w e n t o n (all five of them; it w a s great!)
demonstrated to us the glory of G o d ’s creation and
s h o w e d us just h o w incredible G o d H i m s e l f is. J 5
— S tephie H arper (’17)
R ehoboth,N M G roup

^

I learned about G o d ’s call to truly love those w h o are
marginalized b y society a n d h o w important it is to be
present a n d in c o m m u n i t y with those ar ound you. 5 9
N ewark ,NJ G roup

The 4 1 1 on
Hope S B 2 K 1 4
♦ TRIPPIN’,from page 1
routine and comfortable lives
at Hope and transplanted into
a new community and culture
for a week.” Schowalter and
her group were happily thrust
into the native Navajo culture
of Rehoboth and were able to
gain the unique perspective of
learning about the history and
culture from the people who live
it.
“I loved learning about the
Navajo culture,” said Caroline
Toren (16), also a member of
the group that made the long
trip out to Ne w Mexico. “Life

on the reservation was harsh,
yet the Navajos were eager to
share generously what they
had to offer. Our American
society teaches us to gain as
much as we can for ourselves,
but this culture valued sharing
everything they had.”
The people who these
immersion trippers met at
their destinations certainly
made an impact, but not to be
forgotten are the relationships
that sprung up among formerly
unacquainted Hope students.
Spending hours upon hours
of time together in group
discussions, at meals or in
cramped vans tends to forge
the makings of a tight-knit
community.
“M y favorite part of the
week,” said Stephanie Herder

P hoto C ourtesy of P olly K horn

— S teph H erder (’15)

(15), a co-leader on the Newark,
N.J., trip, “was hanging out in
the soup kitchen with the people
of Newark as well as spending
time with our group from Hope.
W e had such a great group that I
would have never had the chance
to get to know if it weren’t for
being placed together on this
immersion trip.”
Schowalter echoed similar
sentiments about her group
during their time in New
Mexico: “Spending a week
together
in
intentional
community, we were able to
really dive in and get to know
each other in a way that I have
only experienced on immersion
trips. Our group came together
as friends who could worship
together, share stories, laugh
and cry together, and this group

The Florida group hard at wor k
on a w a r m day in the orchard.

LOVE THAT LOCAL LIFE—
A group shot of the t e a m that
stayed and gained a n e w per
spective of Holland.
was such a beautiful example
of what Christian community
looks like.”
Hope immersion trips are
a unique experience for those
itching with a passion hot only
to serve, but to experience the
richness of diversity that a new

location and new people can
offer for a week. The beauty of
the whole process is that the
flames of service and spiritual
growth do not require several
tanks of gas and an exciting new
destination to be lit. There are
opportunities both on Hope’s
campus and beyond these
sidewalks. Just ask a member
of the Holland Immersion Trip
group.
It is the excitement of new
cultures, new experiences, new
friends and fresh life lessons
all sought in the name of the
same old loving God who makes
Spring Break immersion trips
such powerful weeks for those
willing to selflessly leap beyond
the confines of their comfortable
boxes and into the livesofothers.
S'go Hope.

Conquering fear: taking it
one rung at a time
♦ FEAR, from page 9
rung, which was about nine feet.
After some struggle and some
help from m y friend, I managed
to make it and was on the third
rung when I looked down.
Despite only being about 10 feet
up, Iwas on the verge of a panic
attack. Somehow, I managed
to keep my wits and continued
to climb the ladder slowly,
clutching each rung as ifmy life
depended on it.As Iapproached
the top, I struggled letting go of
the final rung to reach for the
edge and pull myself on top.
I can say, with all the effort
and fear I had to go through
to reach the top, the view was
quite horrendous. Trees and
foliage block the view, and the
clouds made itseem dismal. M y
friend climbed up after me and

we managed a few snapshots
with his camera, where one can
blatantly see the fear through
the smile on my face.
Itseemed like we stayed there
a while on the top of the tower,
mostly since I had internal
debate whether we should call
the fire department to come
pick me up. But after some
hesitation, convincing and one
more panic attack, I made my
way back down.
Climbing the tower wasn’t
a remarkable event. While I
may overemphasize the danger
when I tell itto others, itwasn’t
actually that tall. I wouldn’t say
I conquered my fear of heights;
ifanything, Iwould say m y fears
have doubled and I won’t be
sleeping on the top bunk for a
while. But I would say that I’m
glad Itried.

#LetAnchorKnow
Like us on
Facebook
The Anchor

Follow us on

TWItter
©HopeAnchorNews

What would you like to see
more of from The Anchor on
social media? As we increase
our online presence, we want
to know what Hope students
would read. Use the hashtag
#LetAnchorKnow on any so
cial networking site to share
your ideas and suggestions.
Don't forget to likeus on Facebook and follow us on Twitter!

P hoto by L iz M artin

SOFTBALL 4-0 IN MIAA— T h e Flying Dutch took t w o from K a l a m a z o o on April 5 a n d then
defeated Olivet twice o n April 7. C h e c k out p a g e s 1 1 a n d 1 2 for m o r e H o p e athletics coverage.
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Steven Skawski
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April 9

vs. St. Mary’s at 3:30 and 5:30 p.m.

W o m e n ’s Tennis

Ho pe Takes Hockey South
The fact that itwas the Flying
Dutchmens 13th consecutive
time qualifying for the Ameri
can Collegiate Hockey Associa
tion (ACHA) national tourna
ment did nothing to diminish its
significance.
Four teams from the four
capdi^^l regions of the country
qualified, for a total of 16 teams.
The tournament is hosted by a
different region each year, hy
pothetically giving players a new
destination each year, and elimi
nating any type of traveling in
equality for cash-strapped clubs.
Hockey parents are among
the most dedicated of sports
parents, and not a whole lot
changes through the years.
Many made the journey down
to Coral Springs, Fla., to show
their support for their beloved
athletes.
The boys, on the other hand,
were eager to sacrifice a week
of school, and in the process,
double the length of their Spring
Break. Despite enjoying tem
peratures hovering in the mid70s, the boys were far more
concerned with the chilly allure
of the ice rink than the warmth
offered by the sandy beaches.

vs. Alma at 4 p.m.

Thursday
Baseball

April 10

vs. Kalamazoo at 2 and 4:30 p.m.

W o m e n ’s Tennis
vs GVSU at 4 p.m.

W o m e n ’s Lacrosse
vs. Olivet at 6 p.m.

Saturday
W o m e n ’s Tennis

April 1 2

vs. Trine at 1 p.m.

W o m e n ’s Lacrosse
vs. Alma at 1 p.m.

Softball
vs. Alma at 1 and 3 p.m.

M e n ’s Lacrosse
vs. Olivet at 3:30 p.m.

In B rief
P hoto ,by N onie M organ

D U T C H M E N READY— Caleb M o r g a n (’15) awaits a pass from the boards in the A C H A nation
al championship g a m e on M a r c h 15. The D u t c h m e n (28-6-2-1) wer e shut out 1-0 in the contest,
but they finished with an incredible season full of an a b u n d a n c e of success.
fell3-2 but kept their eyes on the
bigger picture.

Semifinals

In a classic North matchup,
Hope would see Davenport in
the semifinals. The familiar
West Michigan rival had bested
Pool Play
Hope three times already this
season for a lopsided goal to
To open the tournament, tal of 14-4. In fact, the seniors
Hope faced Colorado State from had not beaten Davenport since
the Pacific region. Rob Calvert their sophomore campaign. A
(’15) led the offensive charge victory against such a fearsome
with a hat trick. Hope also re opponent in the national tour
ceived goals from Jamie Haak nament would be remarkable
(14) , Eric Webb (15), Justin indeed.
Click (14) and Drew O ’Brien
The Dutchmen came flying
(15). Ultimately, Hope tri out of the gate with the wind in
umphed rather handedly, 7-4.
their sails. The all-senior line of
The following day, Hope took Haak, Kaleb Skinner and Chris
the ice against the South’s formi tian Leathley set the tone imme
dable Florida Gulf Coast Univer diatelywith punishing hits and a
sity, who was expected to pose relentless forecheck. The Dutch
the greatest threat in pool play.
men were rewarded early when
Hope rode the coattails of captain Caleb Digison (’14) stole
senior goaltender Drew Cook the puck and rushed in on the
(14) to a 2-0 lead. Calvert stayed Panthers' goaltender and roofed
hot, burying a rebound. Caleb the puck for an ensuing celebra
Morgan (15) received a pass in tion.
the slot on the power play and
Just minutes later, Ryan Res
picked, the top-right corner. tum (T6) fired a puck on net that
With just 39 seconds to play and Morgan deftly deflected, leav
an empty net to add an extra at ing the D U goalie sprawled out
tacker, F G C U scored to draw of position, and the puck in the
within one. Time expired, and back of the net. The firstbuzzer
Morgans goal proved to be the sounded with the scoreboard
game-winner.
reading 2-0 Hope.
Hope's next opponent, PittWhereas neither team notice
Johnstown of the East region, ably dominated play in the first
had lost both of their prior period, the Dutchmen seized the
games. Since Hope had beaten second period. Digison did not
both CS U and F G C U head-to- confine himself to creating of
head, the Dutchmen automati fense— he played shutdown de
cally clinched a berth in the fense, stopping rush after rush,
semifinals before the puck even and transitioning the puck back
dropped for the final game of up the ice.
pool play.
The buzzer sounded, and
The comfort of qualifying for Hope was a mere 20 minutes
the semifinals allowed Coach from advancing to the champi
Van Timmeren the luxury of onship game.
resting many of his key players,
Davenport sent everything it
while providing valuable playoff could toward the net. Hope was
experience to some of Hope’s clinging to its two-goal lead, a
greener players. The Dutchmen notoriously dangerous position

in the hockey world. Yet Hope
skaters were more than will
ing to bite their mouth guards,
blocking an astounding 23 shots.
The Dutchmen anxiously
cleared the puck to center ice
again and again— save for one
player. Freshman Elliott Digi
son, following the example ofhis
older brother, remained cool un
der pressure and seemed to rel
ish having the puck on his stick,
almost singlehandedly helping
Hope rediscover itsconfidence.
Meanwhile, Cook shined
brightly, saving the Dutchman
time after time. He collected a
total of 31 saves to preserve the
lead and his well-deserved shut
out. And so, Hope would get an
other chance at a national cham
pionship.

National Championship
Saturday, the Dutchmen
found themselves playing an
other familiar opponent: Adrian
Gold. Previously, the Bulldogs
had beaten Hope in overtime in
their barn. Yet Hope had won
the last two matches, including
a 7-3 shellacking in the M C H C
playoffs. Adrian was gunning
for its third consecutive national
championship.
The puck dropped and both
squads got to work. As expected,
the first period was tightly con
tested. Quality scoring chances
were few and far between— al
though O ’Brien did ring one
off the crossbar. While Adrian’s
tendie kicked out a few juicy
rebounds, Hope was unable to
convert. Cook maintained his
brilliant play. Both teams were
awarded a power play, yet nei
ther could cash in.
After regrouping and rejuve
nating in their respective locker
rooms, both teams emerged for
the second period. All four lines
for Hope played exceptionally
well— especially the O ’BrienRestum-Glick line, which con

GRANT NEIL HONORED AT
FINAL FOUR

Over the past weekend, Grant
Neil (T4), a guard on the men’s
sistently pressured Adrian’s basketball team, was honored at
defense into turnovers that re the N C A A Final Four at Cow
sulted in several scoring oppor boys Stadium in Arlington, Tex.
tunities. Restum had a pair of as. He was named an honoree on
shots from the near slot. Yet the the Allstate National Associa
score remained knotted at ze tion ofBasketball Coaches Good
roes when the buzzer sounded Works Team. Last year, Hope
to end the second.
guard Colton Overway (’13) was
Both teams knew the next presented the very same award.
goal would be pivotal. A seem Neil was recognized along with
ingly harmless wrap-around nine other Allstate N A B C Good
somehow trickled over Hope’s Works Team honorees dur
goal line. A delayed goal signal ing halftime of the Kentuckyfrom the referee led most spec Wisconsin national semifinal.
tators in the arena to believe that
an in-zone faceoff would occur.
MIAA
Alas, that first goal would prove
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
pivotal.
Fifteen minutes and 16 sec
Baseball
onds remained for the Dutch
Jake Chipka (’16)
Pitcher
men to solve the Bulldogs’
tendie. Several gleaming oppor
tunities, particularly a wicked
W o m e n ’s Tennis
one-timer from Haak, were
Claire Cooper (’16)
thwarted by stellar saves.
At the seven-minute mark,
TRACK AND FIELD TEAMS
Hope received a power play.
COMPETE AT MSU
Unfortunately, the chances cre
Saturday, April 5 brought
ated were not converted, and
the Dutchmen found themselves success for Sheri McCormack
running out of time. A timeout, (’14) and the rest of the w o m 
a slight adjustment to the line en’s Flying Dutch track and
combinations and an extra at field squad. She took fourth in
tacker did not result in a score. the 800-meter run with a time
The final buzzer sounded and of 2:17.92. Then, McCormack
the postgame celebration did took eighth overall in the 1,500
not occur on Hope’s side of the meters by finishing in 4:38.74.
Additionally in the 800,
ice.
This second-place finish E m m a Ropski (’17) took 11th in
marks the third time in the last 2:23.72,whileEmilyWrozek (’15)
five years that Hope hockey has finished in 13th with 2:26.41.
Mackenzie
Govier
been unable to snatch that elu
(’17) came in eighth in the
sive national championship.
steeplechase
Unfortunately, a total of eight 3,000-meter
seniors will be graduating in by clocking in at 12:38.93.
The Dutchmen also posted
May, so the Dutchmen will have
to fill their roles with players some respectable times. Tim Si
who can step up in pressure sit mon (T5) finished seventh in the
uations. There is no doubt that 800 meters (1:57.76), and C a m 
the expectations for next season eron Jones (T7) was 13th in the
will remain just as high. After a same event (1:58.66). James Rog
strenuous upcoming offseason ers (T4) placed 13th in the 1,500
full of hard work, Hope hockey meters with a time of 4:00.66,
will come back with vengence and Zach Zandbergen (’15) set
and brute force in the fall of a PR in the 5,000 meters with a
time of 15:48.16.
2014.

Flying D u t c h m e n win Softball overcomes Kalamazoo
two in Florida, takecare
of Trine 6-3 on April 2
Jonathan Hoffman
G

uest

W

riter

The mens tennis team went
down to Orlando over Spring
Break hoping to turn the season
around. The Flying Dutchmen
started the trip with a record of

0-2.
“Going into the Spring Break
trip, we hoped to connect as a
team and work together to find
the potential this team has,”
coach Steve Gorno said. "This
team had a rough start due to
the tough competition of the
teams we played before break.
“Our primary goal in the
matches we played [in Orlando]
was to go out fighting for every
point. W e want our opponents
to beat us only because they are
better, not because they worked
harder.”
Gorno scheduled teams he
knew his team would have a
tough time beating so that they
would be forced to learn how to
go into a match ready to fight.
The Dutchmen started off
their week with a tough loss
to Wisconsin-LaCrosse
on
March 17. Due to bad weather
conditions,theteams onlyplayed
singles.
Wisconsin-LaCrosse
overtook the Dutchmen 6-0.
The next day, the Dutchmen
swept St. Michael's 9-0 to take
their firstwin for the season and
the trip.
O n March 19, Hope played
two matches. The first was
against Grinnell in which Hope
fell in an 8-1 loss. Jonathan
Panzer (T5) and Sam Kreps
(T7) won the only point for
the Dutchmen, playing at two
doubles and winning 8-5. The
other Hope players fought hard
but couldn’tpull out a win.
The Dutchmens second
match of the day was against
Hobart. In an intense match in
which both teams played as hard
as they could, the Dutchmen
suffered a tough loss after going
up 2-1 in doubles. They then lost
four of the six singles resulting
in a 5-4 loss.
Hope’s fifth match resulted
in an 8-1 loss against Savannah
College of Art & Design.
Matthew Culver (’15) was
able to battle out a win for the
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Dutchmen at fifth singles. The
match lasted over two hours
with the tight final score of 6-3,
3-6,11-9.
The finalmatch ofthe tripwas
against Onondaga Community
College. Gorno played all 11
men on the team with the
normal doubles lineup, and the
rest of the team played singles.
The Dutchmen won 9-0 to close
out their Spring Break trip.
The Dutchmen finished the
week with a win but an overall
2014 record of 2-8. Gorno said
that he was pleased with how
his team had.played and feltthat
they were now better prepared
to play against the teams in the
MIAA.
“Overall the team played
extremely hard in all their
matches,” Gorno said. “Nobody
gave up but kept battling. I'm
really pleased with how the trip
went and excited to see what we
can do in the rest of our season.”
The men on the team
connected through the trip and
had a lot of fun.
"Spring Break is an awesome
experience to get out of the
snow, play tennis and truly come
together and connect as a team,”
captain Cody Herbruck (’15)
said.
The Dutchmen have come out
of their Spring Break trip excited
and motivated to continue their
season as they look for a chance
to bring home another M I A A
championship.
On March 29, Hope traveled
to Alma and lost 5-4. Colin
McKey (T4) and Camden
Ludlow (T7) were victorious
in singles. The tandems of
Parker Bussies (’14)-Ludlow and
Panzer-Kreps posted wins in
doubles play.
The Dutchmen bounced back
on Wednesday, April 2 at home
when they took down Trine 6-3.
TJ Brogan (T5), McKey, Panzer,
Ludlow and Culver claimed
singles wins, while the duo of
Brogan-McKey rolled 8-2 in
their doubles contest.
This weekend the Flying
Dutchmen will be competing in
the M I A A - N C A C Challenge in
Crawfordsville, Ind. Hope willbe
playing against Ohio Wesleyan,
Wittenberg and Wabash.
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DUTCH STRIKE EARLY A N D OFTEN— Kelsey Cooper (’15), pictured above, helped
the Flying Dutch take d o w n the Hornets of K a l a m a z o o College on Saturday, April 5. Dur
ing the first g a m e of the doubleheader, the Dutch beat the Hornets 10-0. Then, during the
seco n d matchup, H o p e struck again by winning 11-0 In five innings. T h e offensive explo
sion w a s led by Adalee Robertson (’15), S a m m l A d a m s (’17), A u t u m n Anderson (’16) and
E m m a P a g e (’14). To c o m p l e m e n t the offense, the Dutch pitching w a s flawless. In the
first g a m e , Natalie Hiser (’15) w e n t the distance a n d recorded an Impressive seven strike
outs. In the nightcap, Kate Laverty (’16) allowed only o n e hit during her performance with
four strikeouts. T h e Dutch will take on St. M a r y ’s today a n d A l m a over the week e n d .

Baseball team splits with Adrian
Casey Rutledge

on four hits. Ben Pearson (’15)
and Ryan Konkle (’16) led the
way for Hope with one RBI each.
After being defeated twice in Pearson was able to score Luke
their contests on Friday, April 4, Brower (’16) on a sacrifice fly,
the Flying Dutchmen came back while Konkle made good use of
on Saturday by defeating Adrian an RBI double down the leftfield
2-1 in game one followed by an line to score Eric Dawson (T4).
unfortunate 4-3 loss in game
For the Dutchmen, it’s been a
two.
recent lack of plate production
Pitcher Jake Chipka (T6) that has them dissatisfied.
dominated the first game,
“Hitting has been a struggle,
going the distance for the and I haven’t felt great at the
Dutchmen. Chipka allowed a plate yet,” Hunt said. “W e
mere two hits in seven innings have a few kids on the team
of work. This was an impressive who are really hitting the ball
feat considering the Bulldogs well [mentions Schaefers and
combined for 33 hits during VanderWeele], but we need to
Friday's doubleheader. Overall, get more guys involved. Baseball
Chipka’s performance silenced is about getting hot at the same
Adrian and gave Hope the time, picking each other up and
confidence that they could beat timely hitting. W e have great
the conference leader.
offensive potential, it’s just a
"I felt good," Chipka said. matter of time.”
"Adrian is an elite team, and
In the second game, Hope
against elite teams we want to at was on the losing end of a oneleast split. They got us the first run affair, falling 4-3. Brower
two, and itwas my job to get us went 2-for-3 with two RBI
a win.”
singles and one run scored to
Chipka
rolled
through lead the Flying Dutchmen, while
Bulldog batters on his way to Devin Schaefers (’15) stayed hot
striking out four and walking coming up with two hits of his
only two.
own. Ty Van Wieren (’17) got
“M y curveball was working through 6.1 innings, striking out
and I was locating well, and five and giving up four runs in a
the rest fell into place," Chipka loss. He kept the Adrian hitters
said. “I think we had them well off-balance the entire game, and
scouted. Coach called a good set up his offense perfectly.
game and told me to bust them
Late in the game, Matt
inside to contain their strong Glowacki (’16) shut the door
bats.”
on the Bulldogs by recording
"That's the best I’ve seen Chip the final two outs in the top of
throw since he’s been here," said the seventh. This gave Hope a
shortstop Alex Hunt (’14). "He fantastic opportunity to at least
hit his spots and did what he had tie the game in the bottom of the
to do to get us the win.”
seventh, but the offense could
The Dutchmen were able not produce.
to get Chipka just enough run
The Dutchmen are yet to
support as they scored two runs play a game on the home field
G
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of Boeve Stadium this season,
as field conditions aren’t
playable due to poor weather,
but they hope that will change
this Thursday as they are set to
host Kalamazoo at 2 p.m. The
Dutchmen sport a 12-10 overall
record and are 8-4 in conference
play.
With slightly more than half
of the season already completed,
the Dutchmen realize that there
is plenty of time left to make
good progress in the MIAA.
"We definitely faced some
of our toughest conference
opponents early,” Glowacki said.
“But we have to take everything
one game at a time in order to
gain ground in the MIAA.”
After
their
Thursday
doubleheader with Kalamazoo,
they will travel to take on the
Hornets on their home field.
If Hope can sweep these four
games, itwill be in a much more
commanding position.
As a team, pitching and surges
of hitting have been Hope's
strong suits.The Dutchmen have
a 3.94 ER A as a team, which is
good, but they would like to get
that below 3.00 to dominate. At
any given time, the Dutchmen
have seven pitchers who could
make starts and create endless
depth in the bullpen. From an
offensive standpoint, Hope is
batting .278 with 91 RBI. If the
team wants to win close games
down the stretch, they need to
have timely hitting.
In 22 games, the Dutchmen
have committed 22 errors,giving
them a .969 fielding percentage.
To have success in the future,
sound defense and commanding
pitching will definitely go a long
way.

